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Lippes Mathias Partner, Andrew M. Wilson, is quoted in a New York Times article that discusses the challenges
President Biden’s administration faces in unraveling Former President Trump’s immigration changes.   
 
"On Oct. 2, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services issued a new policy alert titled ' Inadmissibility Based
on Membership in a Totalitarian Party.' Some immigration lawyers said the new policy appeared intended to
discourage Chinese nationals from applying for permanent status by making it easier for them to be denied because
of their membership in the Chinese Communist Party. 

 'Most Chinese nationals feel the need to enroll as a member of the Communist Party in order to have access to job
opportunities and other resources in the country. Some feel it is an absolute must,' said Andrew Wilson, a lawyer in
Buffalo. 'This is yet another subtle attempt to discourage individuals from pursuing permanent residency, and an
attempt to change the law without ever changing the law.' ”

Click here to read the full article.
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Disclaimer: The information in this post is provided for general informational purposes only, and may not reflect the current law in your jurisdiction.

No information contained in this post should be construed as legal advice from our firm or the individual author, nor is it intended to be a substitute

for legal counsel on any subject matter. No reader of this post should act or refrain from acting on the basis of any information included in, or

accessible through, this post without seeking the appropriate legal or other professional advice on the particular facts and circumstances at issue

from a lawyer licensed in the recipient’s state, country or other appropriate licensing jurisdiction.


